• Schools
• Campuses
• Manufacturing
• Warehouses
• Malls
• Retail Stores
• High-Rise Residential & Office Buildings

Intrusion System Solutions
Addressable • Conventional • Commercial Wireless
COMMERCIAL GRADE

Napco Commercial Addressable Burglary Systems
Flexible for All Budgets & Applications
Addressable • Conventional • Commercial Wireless

System supports up to 96 addressable points on a single 2-wire loop; mix/match with all GEMC addressable, 12V conventional and wireless devices!

- 24V Commercial Grade Panel, 96pts addressable, commercial wireless or conventional devices, 7 areas
- Merchantile Locking White Enclosure, 14 x 16" flush or surface mount. Holds 16Ah batteries
- Includes Custom Alpha Keypad with 4 built in zones, 4A/24V power supply, dual DACT, 2 hi-speed serial ports inside
- UL864 9th Ed., SIA CP01, UL985.
- UL household & commercial burglary
Model GEMCBURG96KT
- Options: TCP/IP Internet Ready and Access Control Add-On Module Option, plus new SLC devices (below)


Low-CURRENT Addressable Devices for up to 126 Devices/Loop:
- GEMCBSLCPIRL – Low Power Addressable PIR 50’ range
- GEMCBSLCDTL - Low Power Addressable Dual Technology Microwave/PIR 40’ range

Seamlessly Add On Access Control Option to Napco Commercial Systems

Model GEMC-ACM1D
- Easily add 1 to 8 doors of access control
- Even arm/disarm the alarm with Prox. ID card
- Ideal for Fire System First Responders
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY

Save on Labor Costs with UL Commercial Wireless Fire --Reliably Installs in a Fraction of the Time

For Firewolf Fire Systems and GEMC-Series Systems (with Intrusion)

Cut time & wire, with Commercial Wireless used amidst any Napco Commercial Fire or Fire/Burg System, with addressable and conventional devices. Ideal in Merchantile Applications.

- GEMCREVC - Wireless 255 point RF Receiver
- GEMCWLWD2 - Wireless 2-input module
- GEMCWLPIR - Wireless 50’ PIR or Wireless Glassbreak
- GEMCWLDT - Wireless 40’ Dual Technology Motion Sensor

Local Security & Internet Reporting Option

Ideal for schools, security offices, guard forces – Saves Response Time & Money

- Use of Local Intranet saves monies on scarce land lines & phone-reported communications.
- Also, getting maintenance alerts locally makes account’s internal resource management more efficient.
- UL Listed for Commercial Fire and Burglary use
- Part no. GEMC-NLMOD

Starlink SLE GSM - 3/4G Wireless Alarm Communicator

- Full Data & Event Reporting from virtually anywhere
- Email/Text Messaging option
- Very Economical Unlimited Signals Plans

Remote Video & System Management

Remote security system management, live and archived video on-demand & HVAC, lighting and locking

- iRemote enables full system management from anywhere, 24/7 - anything you can do at a keypad can be done online or on a smartphone (incldg trouble-shooting).
- Server-based iSeeVideo, offers a more reliable full-time recorded, supervised video solution for multiple cameras securely archived online and accessible via smartphone
- SMS notifications on alarm/events w/ video
Napco Commercial GEMC Combination
Fire/ Intrusion/Access System Solutions
Addressable • Conventional • Commercial Wireless

OPTIONALLY ALSO ADD FIRE PROTECTION:
Model GEMCCOMBO128KT - 128 Pts Addressable, Conventional & Wireless for any combination of fire and/or optional intrusion devices

- Comprehensive Code Compliance - NFPA72 9th Ed, UL 864 9th Ed., SIA – with 100% Pre-isolated fire and intrusion circuits
- 24V Panel, 7A Power Supply, 128pts addressable, wireless or conventional devices, 8 areas, 4 onboard NACs with built-in horn/strobe sync, dual DACT
- Large Rugged Locking, Red Enclosure, flush or surface mount. Holds 32Ah batteries. (Burglary Keypad GEMC-BK1 purchased separately.)